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Classroom objects worksheet esl

On this page you can find a collection of worksheets of free classroom objects. This worksheet is great for teaching about classroom objects in English to children and beginner English learners. All worksheets of classroom objects on this page can be downloaded for free as printable PDF files. See below for worksheets that are currently
available, and check the bottom of the page for related resources for teaching classroom objects. Worksheet 1 This first class space object worksheet is for teaching class object vocabulary. This includes 10 class object words in English with images. To complete the worksheet, students must look at the picture and then write the correct
word in an empty space. Worksheet 2 This next class object worksheet is great for beginner ESL students to practice reading class object words in English. To complete the worksheet, students must look at the picture and then circle the correct spelling of the classroom object word. Worksheet 3 This worksheet is a word search for a
classroom object. This includes 12 different class object words and is great for students to review the vocabulary of class objects in English. To complete the worksheet, students must find the words in the grid and then check the words once they find them. Worksheet 4 This worksheet is great for practicing reading and writing class object
words. To complete the worksheet, students must cancel the letter issue and then write down the correct class object words. Worksheet 5 This activity worksheet is a board game of classroom objects. This game is best played in pairs. To play this game, first download and print a board game and give one to each student pair. Each
student will also need an eraser or something small that they can flick with their finger. Students have to take turns flicking their erasers to the top of the board game. If the eraser lands in an area with a picture of a classroom object, students should have a dialogue with that word. For example, Do you have an eraser? - Yes, I do. After a
dialogue, the student who flicks the eraser must write his or her name in the area. Then, it's another student's turn. After 10 minutes or so, stop the game and the student with the most areas wins. More Resources For Teaching Classroom Objects Object Classroom Flashcard and Board Games Prev &lt; 1 2 3 ... 11 &gt; Next Full access
to all the resources in KidStuff's ESL including lesson plans, flashcards, worksheets, craft sheets, song downloads, class readers, flash card apps and song apps. Register Today! Sign up now! Only US$34 for a 1 year membership for access to all of our materials. Video content index: Classroom Objects ESL Printable Picture Dictionary
For KidsPicture class vocabulary and classroom posters esl printable worksheets for children to learn and learn classroom objects, things in the classroom vocabulary. Look at the pictures and learn the words. Useful for teaching and and classroom objects, things in the class vocabulary. (2 sets of picture dictionary) Classroom Objects
ESL Crossword Puzzle WorksheetEnjoyable ESL crossword puzzles that can be printed worksheets with images for children to learn and practice classroom objects, things in the classroom vocabulary. Look at the pictures and the numbers on them and write their names in crossword puzzles. Teach, learn, and review the vocabulary of
class objects. (2 sets of crossword worksheets) Classroom Objects ESL Matching Exercise WorksheetFun ESL printable matching practice worksheet for children to learn and practice class objects, things in class vocabulary. Take a look at the list below and write down the names of class objects, things in the vocabulary of the class
under the correct image. (2 sets of matching worksheets) Classroom Objects ESL Word Search Puzzle WorksheetFun ESL a word search puzzle worksheet that can be printed with images for children to learn and practice classroom objects, things in classroom vocabulary. Find and circle classroom objects, things in class vocabulary in
word search puzzles and picture numbers. (2 sets of word search puzzle worksheets) Classroom Objects Missing Letters In Words WorksheetFun missing letters with printable words ESL exercise worksheets for children to learn and practice classroom objects, things in class vocabulary. Look at the picture and write the missing letters
with the words. Simple and useful for spelling teaching and learning. (2 missing letter sets in a worksheet of words) Classroom Objects ESL Unscramble the Words WordsEnjoyable unscrambling the words ESL printable worksheets for children to learn and practice classroom objects, things in the classroom vocabulary. Stop shrinking the
vocabulary of class objects and number pictures. Simple and useful for vocabulary objects classrooms learn to teach. (2 sets of un cluttered words worksheet) Classroom Objects ESL Printable Multiple Choice TestsSimple and ESL multiple choice tests are easy to print with images for children to evaluate their knowledge of class objects,
things in class vocabulary. View the picture, select and circle the correct options. (2 sets of multiple choice tests with answer keys) Classroom Objects ESL Printable Flashcards With WordsA set of fun esl flashcards with words for children to learn and learn class objects, things in the vocabulary of the classroom. Look at the pictures and
learn the words. You can also have it disanminated for long-term use. (32 objects classroom flashcard vocabulary with words) Classroom Objects ESL Printable Flashcards Without WordsA set of fun esl flashcards with no words for children to learn and learn class objects, things in class vocabulary. Look at the pictures and learn the
words. You can also have it disanminated for long-term use (32 objects classroom flashcard vocabulary without words) Esl Classroom Objects Printable Vocabulary Learning Card a fun set of esl printable learning cards for children learning and practicing class objects, things in class vocabulary. Look at the pictures and learn the words.
You can also have it disanminated for long-term use. (A set of 32 vocabulary learning card class objects) Classroom Objects ESL Printable Fidget Spinner GameA set of esl fidget spinner vocabulary games that are fun for children to learn, learn, and practice classroom objects, things in classroom vocabulary. Just print and paste the
pointer on your fidget spinner. You can also have it disanminated for long-term use. An effective game for small and large groups in the classroom. Classroom Objects ESL Printable Dominoes Game For KidsA fun esl printable dominoes game for children to learn, learn and practice classroom objects, things in the classroom vocabulary.
Just print, cut the dominoes from the worksheet and play. You can also have it disanminated for long-term use. An effective game for small and large groups in the classroom. (A set of 32 dominoes) ESL Printable Classroom Objects Vocabulary Worksheets, Picture Dives, Matching Exercises, Word Search and Crossword Puzzles,
Missing Letters in Words and Unlocking Exercises, Multiple Choice Tests, FlashCards, Vocabulary Learning Cards, Esl Fidget Spinner and Dominoes Games
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